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MARK YOUR CALENDARS NOW FOR ETRC’s EVENTS!
1.

August 22 , Retriever Retreat, Clarkrange, TN, 8:00 a.m. CDT. Summer picnic and training seminar —- details to follow!

2.

September TBD: Club Trial

3.

October 17-18: ETRC Fall Hunt Test, Sweetwater. 2 flights MH (132), double JH & SH. Keep
your fingers crossed…..

ETRC Newsletter

EAST TENNESSEE RETRIEVER CLUB, INC. WWW.ETRCLUB.ORG

Photo of the Month
Maggie Smith (owner Cory Smith, breeder J. Michael Evans) makes a nest on
Cory’s coat….
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Board Meeting Minutes — June 10, 2020
Pegasus Technologies Bldg, Front Yard, Lenoir City, TN

Present from the Board: Alan Bruhin, J. Michael Evans, Karen Edwards, Lois Luthenauer,
Luke McCoy, Jim Pearce, Michele Fletcher, Mike Smith, Cory Smith, Peter Torok
Absent, excused: Lois Luthenauer
Absent, unexcused: Tom Gibson, Jeff McNutt
A quorum is 50% of the Board. Therefore, a quorum of the Board was present. Meeting called to
order at 6:30 p.m.
Officer’s and AKC Delegate’s Reports
President’s Report: Nothing to report.
Secretary’s Report. Karen Edwards.
 Minutes: Last meeting was 3/9/20; minutes approved and sent to the club website 3/12/20.
Luke moved that we dispense with reading the minutes out loud, and vote formal approval of
minutes J Michael Seconded, and the motion passed unanimously.
 Correspondence: AKC report of elections completed and emailed. Insurance completed
and paid for. Annual report done. Tax form filed electronically 6/5/20 (due before 7/15/20).
 Membership: 2020 renewals still coming in, we have 46 to date, with 12 who still haven’t
renewed. List sent to website as of 6/3/20; requested new password (retriever) and will send out
email when change is made.
Treasurer’s Report: Lois Luthenauer provided a report. Current balance in ORNL FCU as of
6/5 is $14,277.95, reconciled as of 6/1/20. Check to Kiley Buettner ($1,000) cleared the bank
6/3/20.
AKC Representative’s Report: Michele Fletcher: Nothing to report.
Old Business
Training: last session canceled. Will pick up again in the fall.
Equipment:


Equipment sales: Still need to get gun stand to Donna Smith, who has paid for it. The big trailer is still at Cory’s; at our next meeting, if we remind him beforehand, he will bring it.



New equipment: pop-ups – Michele got them and they are at her house.

Fall 2020 Hunt Test
 Dates: October 17/18. OK and confirmed with AKC. Entered into AKC website and EE.
 Status of judges: will need 4 MH, 4 SH/JH if we are at Lucky 7. Some of the judges from spring
have indicated a willingness to judge in the fall instead, but others have said no way. Alan is
delaying trying to firm up judges until we know for sure our dates, locations, and test format
(Hiwassee in the fall doesn’t have enough water to do two flights of Master).
 Location: J. Michael will follow up with Ken Campbell regarding use of his place for our October
test. If Lucky 7 is not available, we discussed other options. Poole’s Knob (middle TN) may
have dates available but unlikely. Hiwassee won’t set their schedule for fall hunt dates until
sometime in July, but we have not had any luck in the recent past finding a suitable fall date
there. Chad Baker’s place (upper east Tennessee) is no longer available for hunt testing; and
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Minutes 6/10/20, Con’t.



of course there is still the pandemic situation that has to be taken into account.
New birdkids will be needed. Alan reported that he is in contact with a person who is the
wildlife resources professor at Cleveland State U and he is very interested in supplying bird
techs at our usual rates, which will help out their program. Once we know for sure where,
when, and if our test will be held, he will get back in touch with this guy and firm up their
participation.

New Business:
New Member: One new member for first reading:
 Jeff Coffey: Kingston, TN. No occupation listed. Cell 949-294-7922, email
jcoffey120260@yahoo.com. Will help with whatever is needed. Has a 3 year old black lab,
interested in Hunt tests, field trials, dog training, club trials, breeding. Is a member of DU,
MTRC, and AKC. Volunteers for sponsors: Alan and Cory have volunteered. Luke
moved we accept Jeff Coffey as a provisional member. Peter seconded, and the vote was
unanimous. There was some discussion about the duties of a sponsor: to welcome the
person into the club, answer questions, get to know them a little, do special invitations urging them to come to club functions and/or volunteer, maybe offer to train with them, etc.
Summer Seminar:
 Lois has offered use of the Retriever Resort again for the summer business meeting / picnic / seminar. This is ideal because of the large covered pavilion with fans which help
moderate the temperatures. We looked at the dates (making sure to avoid the US127 yard
sale), and decided to try for Saturday, August 15, from 8:00 central until mid-afternoon.
Lunch at 12:30, General business meeting at 1-2 p.m. [Note: later discussions with Lois
resulted in changing this date to August 22, based on availability at the Retriever Retreat.]
 In order to change things up a little, and to make it safer for pandemic considerations, Alan
suggested that we change the format of the seminar. Make it more of a discussion / lecture / demonstration format where the presenter can be 10’ or more away from participants,
who can be spaced at 6’ intervals. The formal could focus on things that people can do in
the early phases to make your dog a better dog later. This would be useful for people who
are new to the sport as well as long-experienced people who maybe can learn some new
tricks for getting through those very important early training steps with their dog. In the discussion, the following topics were mentioned: force fetch (Karen Edwards and Jim
Pearce’s Fee might be a good demo dog for this phase and will already be with Jody by
then); collar conditioning, early steps to avoid the issue of breaking later on; basics like
walk, heel, sit; tips and hints on how to ensure good line manners; and rules for hunt tests
at the various levels – when can you talk to / touch your dog; when can’t you, use of leashes, etc. We discussed assigning time slots for each topic, so that if some people were only
able to come for part of it they could come at a time that would suit them. Like, collar conditioning and questions from 8:00 to 8:45; Force Fetch from 8:45 – 9:30, whatever.
 Jody has been presenting the seminar for us for several years, and Karen will ask him if he
is willing to do this again. Lois will offer him the cottage at the Retreat so there is no hotel
involved. If Jody is not available, we discussed some other options – see if Pat Burns
would come (he lives near Kingsport and Peter has been working with him some) and how
much he would charge for a half-day seminar. If that doesn’t work, the group consensus
was that Alan, an experienced Master National judge and competitor at the highest levels,
and J. Michael, a judge with lots of competition creds including multiple successes at the
MN, could handle the seminar and would have a lot to offer.
 Picnic: usually the club has offered free food, consisting of deli sandwich fixings and potluck items. Given the issues with the coronavirus, we decided it would be best this year to
say the club will provide drinks, and everyone should bring their own picnic lunch.
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What is needed for virtual meetings: AKC sent out an email to all club Secretaries covering guidance for clubs to be able to hold ‘virtual’ meetings if necessary or desirable
because of the pandemic. Given that many clubs are in locations that are still in partial lockdown, or where spikes in cases make in-person meetings unwise, AKC recommends that each club do the following: (1) Check club Bylaws to see what is required
with respect to meetings; (2) Check state law to see if virtual meetings
(teleconference, videoconference or any other electronic means) are permitted or prohibited; and (3) check state Executive Orders with respect to non-profit club meetings
and how they may be held / prohibited. If state law does not permit holding virtual
meetings, and if the Club’s particular bylaws do prohibit them, AKC is granting a grace
period of one year to get Bylaws changed as long as club management sends a letter
of intent to making the Bylaws change.
Karen Edwards researched ETRC’s Bylaws, TN state laws, etc. regarding virtual
meetings, and presented the following report:

Our Bylaws are silent about virtual meetings. Therefore, they are not prohibited
and as long as all other requirements for advance notice, quorum, etc are met,
there is nothing that stops us from having virtual meetings if necessary. Proxy
voting is not allowed, and the club is supposed to have 4 general meetings a
year. We have only been having 2 – the banquet and the picnic.

Tennessee state law requirements for non-profit corporations are contained in
Title 48, Corporations and Non Profits, Chapter 57, Meetings and Voting. Inperson meetings are not required by Tennessee state law. Further, the law permits ballots to be sent out and returned without meetings of any sort, as long as
certain procedural requirements are met concerning the number of ballots returned which must meet quorum requirements, notice periods, etc. Only one
annual meeting is required by state law.

A review of the Tennessee Executive Order that have been issued this year,
and are still in effect, showed that only one addresses the issue of meetings.
This permits virtual public meetings, which by state law do require in-person
meetings. None of the others address corporate meetings other than the general safer-at-home order which has now expired.

Therefore, we do not need to amend out Bylaws to address virtual meetings,
and are free to do this if we feel it is in everyone’s best interests. General requirements for quorums and notices must be followed.

We have an issue identified that we are not having enough general meetings to
comply with our bylaws. We discussed ways to deal with this – and decided
that rather than trying to amend our Bylaws to reflect current practice, that we
will in the future determine two of the board meetings (one in the spring and one
in the fall) to be general meetings. These will be announced in the newsletter or
via email to all members at least 10 days in advance, and general meeting quorum requirements will apply. All members in good standing who attend will be
allowed to vote on any club business that arises during the meeting.
AKC Request for input on revamping Bylaws approval /modification process. Another
email received from AKC asked for input to the process of changing club Bylaws.
They also want comments on the standard Bylaws that they suggest. The response should come from our AKC delegate by August 1. Michele and Karen
agreed to work together on this and get a proposed response out to the board for
comment and suggestions in time to get it finalized by the deadline. Michele will
then send our formal response.
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Any other new business?


Insurance. Mike Smith asked a question about club insurance. Karen ran down our
coverages, which include liability, property damage, theft, medical for attendees, plus another
policy that covers club officer / director liability and malfeasance.

Adjourn: There being no other new business, J. Michael moved that we adjourn. Peter seconded the motion which then passed unanimously. The meeting was adjourned at 8:08 p.m.

Litter Announcement
Labrador Retriever Puppies ready for homes Late September
Seaside’s Troublesome Fowl Pursuits QAA (Percy). X
Grady’s Tennessee Moonshine MH (Shine)
(Full Sibling to FC AFC Contrials Sky Queen, AFC Lone Lola’s Napoleon Dynamite and AFC
Mac’s Sweet Eleanor)
Breeding Pedigree: http://k9data.com/pedigree.asp?ID=1074776
Percy was on the 2019 National Derby list and placed 4th in an Amateur
at 2.6 yrs old. He is from one of the most successful recent breedings.
Percy has 6 littermates who made the National Derby List, including National Derby Champion Pink.
OFA Hips: LR-240080E24M-VPI (EXCELLENT)
Eye CERF/CAER: LR-EYE16985/24M-VPI (Normal)
OFA Elbow: LR-89567M24-VPI (Normal)
CNM: LR-CNM1848/8M-PI (CLEAR)
EIC: LR-EIC4299/8M-PI (CLEAR)
AKC reg: SR98708302
Derby Points: 14
FT Champion Points: 1
PRA: LR-PRA1766/8M-PI (CLEAR)
OSD: LR-RDY693/8M-PI (CLEAR)
“Shine” is an excellent marking dog who had her
Master Hunter Title as a two year old. Shine has one FC AFC sibling, 2
AFC siblings and 8 siblings QAA.
FA hips good, LR-205006G24F-VPI,
elbows normal LR-EL60094F24-VPI,
CERF normal LR-EYE7613/48F-VPI
CNM, EIC clear by testing.
Puppies are being raised in the home and will have 1st round of shots and
dew claws removed. Please call Alan Bruhin (865-850-8712) or email
(wabruhin@utk.edu) for information.
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Retriever Breeds in Training:
Working Traits of the Big Three — Labs, Goldens, Chessies
By Amy & John Dahl, Oak Hill Kennels 1997

Editor’s Note: This is an old article, and some of the info is out of date — like the prejudice
against Chocolate Labs, which is no longer all that accurate, and the statement that Golden bitches are
not hard chargers. Also, it obviously reflects some personal prejudices of the authors, like their universal
preference for male dogs. But — since we have a lot of all three breeds in our club, this makes an interesting
comparison by a pair of pro trainers who have trained them all at higher levels.
If you attend a retriever field trial in certain parts of the country, you may be fortunate enough to see outstanding work by representatives of each of the three main retrieving breeds. Labradors, most of them black, charge
across the landscape, feet thundering like those of racehorses. Richly-colored Goldens flash out to make their retrieves, responding to their handlers' whistles with astonishing quickness, looking as though at any moment they
might double back like a hare. Dull brown Chesapeakes flow over the landscape like music, their great speed concealed by the grace and ease of movement typical of even the most chunky examples of the breed. All three are
likely to show uncanny marking ability in difficult terrain and cover, courage to plunge into cold water or rough cover, and a level of dog-handler teamwork incomprensible to those who think of dogs as "just pets."
While individuals from each of these breeds are capable of work at the level showcased in field trials, personality,
working traits, and response to training vary with breed and sex. People will differ as to which dog suits them best.
In this article we will describe some of the distinctive characteristics of the Big Three retriever breeds, and suggest
our ideas on which dogs might best meet particular goals for a prospective owner.
We could argue that a good training program begins with selection of a dog, for the more the owner likes and understands the dog, the better job he or she will do training it. We hope this article will also be of interest to readers
who are already committed to a dog, in defining how their dog differs from those they passed over in choosing it.
There is tremendous variability within each breed, due to the differing goals and strategies of the breeders. We are
interested in describing, and differentiating between, the best working dogs typical of the three breeds. Dogs bred
for show, color, or any other purpose than retrieving ability are unlikely to meet these descriptions.
The Labrador
The Lab's unique nature deserves much of the credit for the breed's success. Labradors in general excel in training
toughness, the ability to respond to training pressure by learning something from it and without apparent loss of
desire to retrieve.
By far the most popular retriever breed is the Labrador. One sees far more Labradors than any other breed at field
trials, at hunting tests, and, except perhaps on Maryland's Eastern Shore, in the vicinity of boat ramps during hunting season. Although history plays a role, the Lab's unique nature deserves much of the credit for the breed's success. Labradors in general excel in training toughness, the ability to respond to training pressure by learning something from it and without apparent loss of desire to retrieve.
Pressure describes a situation in which the dog must figure something out but has not yet done so. It usually involves physical discomfort (ear pinch, electric shock, etc.) but a dog also finds it stressful to be repeatedly called
back and required to try again. A dog lacking training toughness is said to be "soft" and will appear to lose interest
in retrieving (quit) after pressure is applied. Excessively soft dogs are unpopular with trainers. When working a Labrador, praise needs to be low-key and restrained, or it will fracture the dog's concentration and disrupt the progress
of training.
Labs also have the nature of being good students, readily accepting the job of solving problems in order to make
retrieves. Most good Labradors are highly adaptable and readily adjust to a new environment, a new trainer, and
new requirements being made upon them.
There are many examples of the Labrador's flexibility and rapid learning. John got Warpath Macho, a black Lab, in
training when the dog was 3 1/2 years old and had never stopped on a whistle. By the time Macho was five, he was
a Field Champion and a good one, placing in one-third of the trials he ran. He not only had to change his lifelong
habit of running out of control, he learned the handling and lining skills needed for long and complicated blind retrieves in an extremely short time.
This adaptability is more typical of Labradors than other breeds. Macho typified another common Labrador trait--
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going all-out, all the time. While Goldens, though energetic, have great stamina and Chesapeakes often learn
to pace themselves, Labradors are apt to run themselves to death. Of course handlers need to be aware that
hard work in hot weather is hazardous to any dog, but a Labrador is particularly disposed to require intervention for his own good.
Most trainers believe that any dog can be taught to do blind retrieves, and indeed the accepted history is that
handling originated with sheepdogs and was brought to American Labrador kennels by Scottish trainer Dave
Elliot (we suspect hunters had waved their arms at their Chesapeakes for many years before). Still, certain
strains of Labradors excel in the ability to run in straight lines. These dogs readily learn to take a line from their
handler and hold it through hazards, and to carry a cast a considerable distance. Labrador taking a line
Labradors may have an edge in the ease of learning blinds. Goldens have a strong tendency to quarter and
can change direction with amazing quickness, requiring patience and work in teaching of lining. Chesapeakes
are apt to resent use of electric shock in training, and without the well-timed corrections made possible by the
electric collar, progress is slower. Despite the Chesapeake's fame as a water dog, Labradors are the fastest
swimmers among the retrievers.
There are those who firmly believe Labrador dogs superior to bitches, citing the inconvenience of heat cycles,
moodiness, and supposed lack of toughness about training. There are others who believe the opposite, claiming that bitches are more intelligent, more stylish, more tractable, and tend to show a better hunt for a downed
bird--and those people are right in so far as their bitches are competitively successful.
Various ways of examining statistics suggest that Labrador bitches more than hold their own, a disproportionate number of them winning National competitions, for example. Dog vs. bitch is thus a matter of personal
preference. Practical reasons to choose a bitch include that they are not as rough and less apt to get into
fights. Bitches are also free from abrasion injuries to the scrotum incurred in heavy cover, as when flushing
pheasants. On the other hand, if you don't have a secure kennel, heat cycles can be a huge hassle. Breeding
obviously interferes with a bitch's work much more than that of a dog, and can be disastrous as the hormones
may have a lasting effect on her attitude toward work.
While we believe that male and female Labradors are equally likely to be top-class retrievers, there are distinct
differences in personality and response to training. Although advanced work requires great initiative on the
part of any retriever, the sense of a classic master-dog relationship is greater with a male. A typical bitch,
though she is appreciative of her handler's role in the partnership, retains a certain independence unto herself.
More than any other retriever, training the Labrador bitch reminds us of the joke about the sculptor who, when
asked how to make a statue of an elephant, replied, "Just get a block of marble and chip away anything that
doesn't look like an elephant." Both sexes of Labrador give the trainer the uncanny feeling that the retrieving is
all there in the dog--the trainer's job is just to chip away and let it show. In general, however, the males seem
to learn in a more predictable fashion, while bitches seem capable of reaching greater heights in the area of
sheer breath-taking style. If you get a bitch, be careful not to place her with a trainer who has a strong preference for males.
Around the house, most Labradors are pretty easy-going, and not overly sensitive. Their adaptability and outgoing nature make them good companions for families who travel with their dogs and come into contact with a
lot of people. Even the hardest-charging Labradors, once trained, become very relaxed and calm when not
working. Labs vary in protectiveness. Many will bark threateningly until a stranger is within a certain distance,
then suddenly act friendly and affectionate. A few will attack and bite a person they perceive as an intruder.
A final consideration in looking at Labradors is color. Try not to consider it very much. If a pup's parents meet
your criteria and the pup happens to be yellow, OK. While a good chocolate is a good dog, there seems to be
something associated with the color that makes success difficult in many cases. The reason to own a chocolate is that you have a particular love for that color and type of dog and that is more important to you than its
work. For a performance Labrador, it can't hurt to borrow Henry Ford's dictum regarding the Model T: "you can
have it any color you like -- so long as it's black."
The Golden
Not enough of the better trainers make use of the beautiful and talented Golden Retriever. Male Goldens in
particular share the Labrador's traits of training toughness and aptitude for learning. The good ones tend to be
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pinpoint markers and fast and effective bird-finders.
Their remarkable bird-finding ability is in part due to the "Golden nose." Whether or not their scenting acuity
is greater than that of other dogs, Goldens clearly retrieve with their noses "switched on." This probably also
contributes to their tendency to quarter on the way out to a bird, and in a slow dog can be annoying, as its
wavering to investigate various scents interferes with forward progress. A fast dog which has learned to focus on its objective, however, is a knockout to watch, showing flashing speed, spirited water entry, animated hunt, and accurate marking.
While all three breeds can make excellent flushing dogs, the Golden seems most resistant to heat and fatigue. Unfortunately its coat is most susceptible to picking up burrs. As a consequence many upland hunters
trim their Goldens' coats. Working Goldens have, however, shorter coats than the show variety and have
little tendency to form mats. Incidentally, flushing work can make it more difficult to teach a dog to run
straight on blind retrieves, but often enhances its hunt on marks. Praise in training needs to be, if anything,
even more restrained than with a Labrador. A gentle "good" and a little scratch behind the ears is usually
effective.
Goldens are known for being eager to please, and the field-type Golden is extremely tuned in to its handler-and stays tuned in. This gives Goldens some advantage in learning to handle, as they tend to really like to
pay attention and cooperate. A top-notch Golden is highly intelligent and works out problems while remaining attuned to its handler. Such a dog is a real joy to work. When John's Golden, Sport (Oakhill Sportin' Life
of Hobo***), was about twenty months old and running a blind retrieve, John blew the whistle to stop the
dog just as he got into an area of tall cover--over his head. In a moment Sport's head appeared above the
cover. He was standing, stock-still, on his hind feet, holding his front paws against his chest like a kangaroo,
in order to see his master's cast. It would be hard to imagine a better display of intelligent cooperation.
Goldens have received some bad press regarding their water-going ability, and a mediocre specimen of the
breed may be worse in that department than a mediocre Labrador. Well-bred Goldens, however, show
courage and style in the water, excellent water marking, and a coat which, after a quick shake, is only
slightly damp. The 1950 National Field Trial in St. Louis was won by a Golden, Beautywoods' Tamarack,
who eagerly hit the icy water which many other good dogs refused.
Today's working Goldens usually have good, firm mouths. Another area in which the Golden's reputation is
inaccurate is its mouth. The Labrador's once-firm grip has deteriorated with the use of training methods
which teach good delivery to almost any dog, obviating the need to breed for good mouth. Golden breeders
deserve credit, however, as their dogs, once notoriously dropsy with birds, have actually improved in this
area.
On the subject of breeding, in our experience raising retrievers, Golden parents selected for good working
traits (desire to retrieve, birdiness, water-going ability, general "go") throw good offspring more consistently
than Labs or Chesapeakes. Labs seem to be the least consistent, although this may be because the availability of titled Labradors leads breeders to seek titles, rather than traits, in their breeding stock.
Although the Golden's beauty may mislead some into thinking it is something of a sissy, male Goldens do
not shrink from a fight and are devastating fighters. They use their agility and quickness to advantage,
slashing and dodging. In our experience, they are at least as likely to initiate a fight as males of the other
two breeds, possibly more so. We also find them the most likely to bite the trainer in resistance to training
pressure, and accordingly use a little more caution in application of pressure to Goldens.
On the subject of beauty, dark golden or red dogs seem more likely to possess the best working traits, although there are notable exceptions, the great NAFC-FC Topbrass Cotton, for example.
Experienced trainers usually agree that although there have been some terrific Golden bitches, a dog is a
better bet for field-trial work. The bitches are often soft and lacking in "go," although they are as likely as the
males to be talented, intelligent, and eager to please. A bitch might be a good choice for someone who dislikes physically correcting a dog. Lila, now eighteen months old, learned all of her basic obedience and a
perfect delivery with no physical force. We guided her through the desired action, usually once, and then
she knew it. The first time she failed to perform a new command, a quick "ah!" reminded her of her responsibilities, and thereafter she would be almost perfect. With light physical enforcement for honesty in the water and forcing on back she is now retrieving at the Master Hunter level, but not as stylishly as we would
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like. For someone who desires extreme tractability at the possible expense of "go," a Golden bitch could
be a good choice, but if you are looking for a hard charger, a male is a better candidate.
The Chesapeake
Chesapeakes tend to be deeply devoted and very responsive to verbal and physical praise. They can convey with a gesture that simply to be in the presence of their master is the greatest privilege in the world.
Chesapeake owners are accordingly loyal to their dogs and unimpressed by other breeds, however flashy.
The Chesapeake, with its arresting yellow-eyed gaze and its legendary origins involving market hunters
and rescue from a shipwreck, enjoys undeniable mystique. Chesapeakes are widely believed to be rough,
tough, mean, dumb, and hard-headed, trainable only through lavish use of force. While they are indeed
physically rugged, training problems are largely due to softness and an intelligence which finds brute-force
methods not to make sense, and coercion inappropriate to the dog-owner relationship. Owners seem fond
of claiming that their breed does not fawn, and it is true that Chesapeakes have a certain dignity and presence. They are, however, highly affectionate and companionable, and will put on quite a "cute act" in order
to get attention. Chesapeakes tend to be deeply devoted and very responsive to verbal and physical
praise. They can convey with a gesture that simply to be in the presence of their master is the greatest
privilege in the world. Chesapeake owners are accordingly loyal to their dogs and unimpressed by other
breeds, however flashy.
Although finesse is required to train a Chesapeake, many of them are good natural retrievers and can
make serviceable gun dogs with very little training. They are ideal for someone who hunts a lot and wants
a tough, natural retriever without much training--especially if he or she wants a constant companion and
will take the dog along in the pickup, in the house, etc. Good dove dogs are rare, as are good sea duck
dogs, but we know of a number of local Chesapeakes which excel on one or the other with very little training. In the absence of coercion, Chesapeakes have shown that they can master quite a range of useful
skills. When John was a boy in Minneapolis, before urban crowding and leash laws, a neighbors' Chesapeake used to run his family's errands to the butcher shop, waiting his turn and then trotting home with the
paper-wrapped package of meat.
Chesapeakes can do well if not pushed too hard, but trained thoroughly and patiently. The second type of
person who will find one of these dogs rewarding is the amateur who trains hard and persistently on one
dog at a time. Again the owner's commitment to that single dog pays off. For a professional trainer to be
successful with a Chesapeake, he or she has to have a profound understanding of Chesapeake nature, to
bear with the dog, and to tailor make a program for that individual. Success is not guaranteed, as mistakes
must be few and far between or the dog will tune out.
For the individual who can solve the "training problem," either by patient, careful training or by doing light
training, the Chesapeake can be an outstanding hunting companion, with the emphasis on companion. A
natural Chesapeake trait which is much appreciated in and around the duck blind is their ability to be absolutely still, even while anticipating a flight of waterfowl. Common faults which must be acknowledged are
spookiness, softness, resistance to training, and a sulky response to pressure. A pitfall to beware is a
large, dominant male's resistance to the role of dog in the master/dog relationship. This must be recognized and dealt with when it occurs. An acquaintance of ours had such a puppy which at the age of four or
five months claimed an upholstered Queen Anne armchair as its territory, growling at anyone who approached. Despite John's advice, she declined to curb the puppy's "cute" behavior. The dog progressed to
biting its owner, and was put down after it bit a second family member. This could easily have happened
with any of several good male Chesapeakes we have trained, which fortunately have had better handling.
So how does one train a 'Peake? There is no formula, just a few principles. They are likely to resist coercion. With a puppy, emphasize the play retrieve. Delay force-breaking if possible, extending the play retrieves if an object can be found which the pup will handle properly. Pay attention to socialization, exposing the pup to unfamiliar situations and people to combat the tendency to spookiness. Do everything to
build, and as little as possible to harm, the dog's confidence and trust in you as its trainer. Praise is important and should be warm and enthusiastic.
A common problem is "water-freaking," that is, once some Chesapeakes find they can swim, they will get
in any water they can find and swim around and around, often splashing, snapping at the splash, and yip-
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ping with excitement. Until they have a strong training foundation, they will not leave the water merely because you call them. If you have a water-freak, avoid water until obedience is well-established, and preferably force-breaking, too. The idea is to avoid reinforcing their enjoyment of playing in the water (so they
don't develop a lifelong preference for water-freaking over retrieving).
Although Chesapeakes are very intelligent, they do not accept the role of student so automatically as do
their black and golden colleagues. Thus responsibility falls to the trainer to maintain a setup in which the
Chesapeake is willing to play along. It is important to avoid placing the dog in a no-win situation. Make
sure it is first educated as to the desired response before applying pressure. Then expect that the Chesapeake will resist complying under pressure because it feels like coercion. Enough pressure must be invested that the dog will eventually be convinced, but to obtain results it is usually necessary to slack off and
allow the dog to "win through" and do what you want it to without feeling coerced.
Often it is effective, after a few sessions of unproductive pressure, to give the command and then say,
"good dog" as the Chesapeake stands there doing nothing. Suddenly it sees the opportunity, and will comply with much wagging and wriggling and perhaps, like Amy's bitch Parker, a growl of pleasure.
When training is going well, working with a Chesapeake is great fun. When it goes badly, the dog slinks off
slowly in the wrong direction and you curse yourself for not getting a nice, tractable Golden or Labrador.
Watch the dog's response to various forms of pressure. Parker, for example, accepts being hit with a stick
or jerked by a rope as part of the game, but really dislikes being shouted at or shocked with the collar.
As with Goldens, male Chesapeakes are often better candidates for training than bitches. Bitches may
make good natural gun dogs with little training, but are commonly quite soft and often spooky. Still it must
be noted that two of the best field champions ever--Raindrop of Deerwood and Meg's Patty O'Rourke-have been Chesapeake bitches. These success stories almost certainly result from the confluence of an
outstanding animal with the ideal person for that dog.
Strong protective instincts are common in this breed. Many retriever owners are familiar with the threats
which issue from a truck or boat containing a Chesapeake, and hunters are often confident that no one will
bother their gear as long as the dog is there. In today's litigious society, Chesapeake owners need to be
aware of the consequences should a foolhardy individual (or child) ignore the dog's warnings and intrude.
While some dogs automatically protect a place, Chesapeakes appear to understand and protect a person's safety as well, as many could attest. One time during the stacking of logs which were being removed
from a river by a crane, a log slipped from its harness and struck an acquaintance of John's who was there
to guide the logs into position on the truck. The log pushed Ducky to the river bottom and lodged him in the
mud twelve feet down before bobbing to the surface. His 70-pound Chesapeake bitch, who was on the
shore "helping," immediately hit the water, dove and swam down to where he was stuck, grasped hold of
her unconscious master's coat and hauled him free of the mud and up to the surface, where his comrades
took over the rescue.
These dogs have a strong dose of the nobility, attachment, and involvement in their owner's life of the legendary loyal dog. If you can solve "the training problem" and want a go-everywhere, devoted, protective
companion with lots of personality, the Chesapeake is for you.
Conclusion
It is probably clear that we have a great love for each of these breeds. We do not believe that any one is
superior to the others for all people, but that different owners will get the most satisfaction from different
dogs, and thus no one should tell you which to get. In our minds, the purpose of owning a dog is enjoyment. If getting a hard-going, stylish, trainable retriever is your goal, we hope this article has helped you
identify which breed(s) you might particularly enjoy. We personally hope the Golden and Chesapeake
breeds will continue to have their champions, and will remain contenders in the field trial arena for years to
come.
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Mike Evans’ Ivy

Luke McCoy’s Echo

Youth Program
The Luthenauer Young Handler program is entering its
fifth year. Kids who are interested in working in retriever sports are encouraged to join; check out the website
for rules and an application form at http://
www.etrclub.org/etrc_youth_program.htm .
There is no application fee; if the applicant is not already part of a family membership, their membership
fee will be paid for by the Luthenauer fund. The program will reimburse AKC Hunt test fees, and ETRC
Club Trials are free for enrollees.

2018 Award Recipients, Cade and Ivan Chambers

Yearly awards include a perpetual trophy along with a
plaque to keep, and participation award for everyone in
the program.
Lois Lutheanuer’s Suzie
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Around the Region — Seminars, Tests, & Trials
Upcoming AKC Retriever Hunting Tests
Central KY Master Only (66)
N.AL RC
Back Bay Knotts Island RC, 4 JH, 2 SH
Red Hills RC of MS
Jax RC, Master only (200)

Kevil, KY
Secton, AL
Remington, VA
Covington, TN
Sylvania, GA

07/18/20
07/25/20
08/01/20
08/01/20
08/28/20

Numbers in parentheses are limits on number of Master dogs

Upcoming AKC Field Trials
Del Bay RC D/Q
Bluegrass RC
Labrador RC , Sat—Mon
Mobile ARC Fall Event

Elkton, MD
Grahamville, KY
Elkton, MD
Greensboro, AL

08/07/20
08/14/20
08/29/20
09/18/20

Seminars
Check out Elite Retrievers (Pat Burns) Facebook page. He is posting training tips and drills
online, with some short videos. Not quite like a seminar but the price is right!

ETRC Membership
Membership is $25 for a single person or a family (one vote). Both new member and renewal
forms are available online at http://www.etrclub.org/join.htm — just click the link, print it off, and
send it to:
Karen Edwards, Secretary /Treasurer, 254 Babbs Road, Lenoir City, TN 37771.
Cost is still just $25, which includes electronic copies of the newsletter, special announcements,
eligibility to attend all ETRC Sponsored events, and consideration for end of the year awards plus
the opportunity to make friendships with like-minded dog people and learn more about our favorite
sport. It’s a bargain! The membership year runs from March 1 to February 28/29th; people who
join in November or later are also paid up for the following year.

Newsletter Info
The ETRC newsletter is published monthly, as close to the 1st of the month as we can get it together. Send us
your test results, litter info, new dogs, dog-related jobs and services, death notices, interesting articles, and
any brags you care to share, along with pictures! Deadline is the 26th of the month but we can sometimes
sneak something in a little late…. Send items to: Karen Edwards (edwardskc@gmail.com.
You may notice we have a new numbering system. When I first took over the newsletter, I just continued on
with the volume # from the last issue, then upped it by one every year. But, it makes no sense, and doesn’t
reflect how many years of newsletters we have anyway! So beginning with the January 2020 issue, the volume number will be the last two digits of the year, in Roman numeral format — so this is now Volume XX (for
2020).

